9000 Series E-mag Closer
ELECTRO-HYDRAULIC DOOR CLOSERS WITH COVER & MATCHING ADJUSTABLE ARM

BS EN 1155

E-MAG

The Exidor 9000 series E-mag range is suitable for use where low opening forces are required,
such as care homes, hospitals or where the Equality Act is a consideration. There are two closers
within the range, one offering a hold open fixed power size 4 which, when fitted in swing free
mode, allows the door to be opened with no resistance from the closer. However, when the
buildings fire alarm is activated, power is cut to the unit and the closer then shuts the door. The
other is a dual power closer that, when fitted, operates in power size 1, allowing the door to be
opened by a force of under 22N. However, when the buildings fire alarm is activated, power is
cut to the unit and the closer then becomes a power size 4 and is able to shut the door.
All the Exidor 9000 Series of E-mags are supplied with an adaptor which allows easy conversion
from hold open to swing free mode.
Both options offer the choice of either a radius or square cover with matching adjustable arms,
each utilising the unique high efficiency cam and roller action, and both have a plug in power
loop for ease of fitting. Longer power loops are available as an optional extra. All Exidor closers
offer universal fitting and are supplied with brackets for fig 1,
fig 61 and fig 66 fixing.
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Extended Loop
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Finishes

Silver, RAL, SS, PS, PB

Power Shoe Bracket
Angle of Opening
Non Handed
Power Adjustment

Guarantee

Radius cover

Square cover

OPTIONS
Slide Covers

Dimensions (measurements in millimetres):
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Square cover 270 / Radius cover 290

Square cover 50
Radius cover 53
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